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Evidence indicates that chances for a successful patient mobility program, prevention of pressure injury and falls, and safe patient handling are enhanced when an organization possesses an appropriate culture for safety. Frequently, these improvement initiatives are managed within silos often creating a solution for one and a problem for the others. A model of prevention integrating early patient mobility, preventing pressure injuries and falls while ensuring caregiver safety, is introduced. The journey begins by understanding why early mobility and safe patient handling are critical to improving overall patient outcomes. Measuring current culture and understanding the gaps in practice as well as strategies for overcoming some of the major challenges for success in each of these areas will result in sustainable change. Key words: falls, immobility, mobility, pressure ulcer prevention, safe patient handling

In today’s health care environment, we face a difficult but essential task: to provide comprehensive, compassionate, complex, technological care without causing harm to our patients. To foster a safe patient environment, it is our mission to examine care practices and processes to identify and attenuate potential for error. However, the concept of do no harm or safety culture has largely been focused on the patient and has not made the important link to the safety of the health care worker. When we examine the definition of safety, it is about avoiding both short- and long-term harm to people resulting from unsafe acts and preventable adverse events.¹

An organization’s principal methods and tools for creating a safety culture are the same regardless of the population focus. A true culture of safety and the organizational leaders who create and sustain it will not be considered legitimate and genuine if the culture excludes some groups within the organization.² Therefore, it is critical to change the paradigm of a culture of safety for patients and a separate culture of safety for health workers and place them together as a safety culture for both the patient and health care worker as a core organizational value. Without these forces fusing together, we end
up with significant silo safety programs all with the intention of improving either patient or health care worker safety outcomes.

In hospitals, many of the individual improvement programs might include healthy work environment, fall prevention program, pressure injury prevention program, early progressive mobility program, and safe patient-handling program. With each of these in their own silos, designed solutions may improve one outcome while causing harm or creating a challenge to achieve the care practice with another. For example, a pressure injury improvement team might suggest the use of a supportive cushion in the chair of the patient. While this cushion may reduce the incidence of pressure injury, it may have no benefit in the ability to safely move the patient preventing friction or shear of the skin as well as reducing any potential injury to the health care worker during the mobility activity itself. A careful assessment of the current organizational culture and the ability to design any program from a systems perspective are essential to ensure the sustained favorable impact of quality care for the patient and the caregiver.

A different direction in health care improvement is occurring with the use of a crosscutting approach. The goal is to develop strategies or tactics that will cut across several improvement focus areas, impacting one or more. Crosscutting approach links traditionally separate independent parties or interests to achieve multiple goals. For example, a crosscutting strategy would be hand hygiene, which when performed effectively can impact reduction in surgical site infections, catheter-associated blood stream infections, urinary catheter-associated infections, and ventilator-associated events. The Hospital Improvement Initiative Program from the Hospital Research and Education Trust arm of the American Hospital Association has launched a nationwide crosscutting improvement strategy called the “UP campaign.” The 3 improvement components of Wake Up, Get Up, and Soap Up impact at least 7 different quality outcomes in each of the areas. For example, the “Get Up” component of the campaign shows that through mobilization of patients early in their hospital stay, we can reduce falls and prevent urinary catheter-associated infections, delirium, ventilator-associated events, pressure injuries, and venous thromboembolism, with the potential of reducing readmissions. Previously, the focus was on each of the initiatives separately requiring team resources and silo solutions that often overwhelmed the frontline caregiver with new tasks and responsibilities. Errors can occur by just trying to adhere to all the practices, demands, and expectations placed upon the caregiver. The caregiver is shaped by the work system but should have influence on how the rest of the system works.

The mobility movement, pressure injury prevention, fall prevention, and safe patient handling are similarly challenged. When each initiative is handled separately within its own discipline, solutions are launched that are one directional. This can have either a positive or negative impact on the other initiatives. The Joint Commission published a monograph in 2012 with the purpose of generating awareness of the potential synergies around patient safety and health care worker safety. The time has come to unite under the umbrella of a single improvement initiative that encompasses early progressive mobility, while preventing patient skin injury and falls and ensuring that all interventions are performed with the right people and resources to prevent caregiver injury (Figure).

Leadership is critical to the success of moving from a silo method to a crosscutting improvement approach. Clinical and administrative leaders can operationalize this integrative approach through recognition of silos, removal of barriers, and bringing the right talent and expertise to the table. Various disciplines, teams, and staff will need to work
together differently while measuring process and outcomes that reach beyond the standards of each group. Part of leadership’s role is to provide feedback to teams, leaders, and staff to encourage the new way of doing business. What will a change in the safety culture look like when focused on both the patient and the worker? Improvement initiatives will transcend discipline and departmental walls. Measurements will be created that integrate both patient safety and health care worker safety. Organizational processes and infrastructures will be designed to support the crosscutting improvement approach. To start the journey, it is important to understand why early mobility (EM), pressure injury prevention, fall prevention, and safe patient handling are critical to improving overall patient outcomes.

**IMPACT OF IMMOBILITY ON CRITICALLY ILL PATIENTS**

The short-term negative outcomes of immobility for critically ill patients include ventilator-associated events, delayed weaning related to muscle weakness, increased days in delirium, loss of muscle mass, and the development of pressure ulcers. The major long-term complication of immobility is the impact on quality of life after discharge due to intensive care unit (ICU)-acquired weakness and delirium that frequently occur during an ICU stay. Intensive care unit–acquired weakness is defined as a syndrome of generalized limb weakness that develops while the patient is critically ill and for which there is no alternative explanation other than the critical illness itself. The generalized weakness is defined as a Medical Research Council Scale score averages of less than 4 across all muscles tested. Twenty-five percent of patients with prolonged mechanical ventilation will develop intensive care unit–acquired weakness. It is caused by critical illness polyneuropathy and myopathy, or a combination of both. The major risk factors include severe sepsis, duration of mechanical ventilation, length of ICU stay, systemic inflammatory response syndrome, multiple organ failure, immobility, and use of corticosteroids/neuromuscular blockers. Intensive care unit–acquired weakness results in prolonged mechanical ventilation, reoccurring respiratory failure, ventilator-associated pneumonia, increased ICU and hospital length of stay, and increased mortality. Up to 78% of ICU survivors experience neurocognitive impairments. A recent multicenter randomized controlled trial in medical-surgical ICUs examined 821 patients with acute respiratory failure and/or shock for the presence of delirium while in the hospital and cognitive impact 3 and 12 months postdischarge. They found that 72% of patients developed delirium during their hospital stay. The cognitive impact was significant at both 3 and 12 months. One out of every 4 patients had cognitive impairment at 12 months. Herridge et al looked at outcomes of acute respiratory distress syndrome survivors and found that they lost 18% of their body weight at discharge from the ICU and experienced significant functional limitations at 1 year due to muscle wasting and fatigue. In a systematic review (SR) of quality-of-life data on critically ill survivors when compared
with population norms matched to sex and age, evidence of challenges in physical activity and physical role functions was significant and persistent. The factors contributing to negative quality of life outcomes included impaired pulmonary function, loss of muscle, proximal weakness, and fatigue.\textsuperscript{15}

**Impact of immobility on organs**

During bed rest or immobility, adverse effects are seen on many of the major organ systems.\textsuperscript{16-20} The major consequences to the respiratory system include development of compression atelectasis from the dependent edema formation in the supine position, impaired ability to clear the tracheal bronchial tree due to position-dependent changes in the mucociliary escalator, cough reflex, and drainage, thus placing the immobilized patient at greater risk for ventilator associated pneumonia.\textsuperscript{16,20} The changes in the cardiovascular system related to bed rest are significant. The act of lying down shifts 11\% of the total blood volume away from the legs, with the majority going to the chest. Within the first 3 days of bed rest, there is an 8\% to 10\% reduction in plasma volume with the loss stabilizing to 15\% to 20\% by the fourth week.\textsuperscript{16-19,21,22} These changes result in increased cardiovascular workload, elevated resting heart rate, and a decrease in stroke volume with a reduction in cardiac output. Orthostatic tolerance deteriorates rapidly with immobility, with the maximum effect seen at 3 weeks. Baroreceptor dysfunction, changes in autonomic tone, and fluid shifts are thought to be the cause.\textsuperscript{16,23,24} The heart muscle itself becomes deconditioned with bed rest. In healthy individuals on 5 days of bed rest, insulin resistance and microvascular dysfunction are seen.\textsuperscript{25}

The musculoskeletal system is severely affected by immobility and bed rest as described previously. Immobility in the critically ill patient leads to decreased muscle protein synthesis, increased catabolism of the muscle, and decreased muscle mass that is more pronounced in the lower limbs.\textsuperscript{24,26-28} The muscle groups that lose the most strength are those involved in maintaining posture, transferring activities, and ambulation.\textsuperscript{11} Skeletal muscle strength may decline 1\% to 1.5\% per day of strict bed rest.\textsuperscript{24} The deconditioning patient's experience from lying in bed may contribute to falls within the acute care setting.\textsuperscript{29} In one study, researchers found that more than one-third of patients with stays in the ICU greater than 2 week had at least 2 functionally significant joint contractures.\textsuperscript{30} Contractures during the ICU stay were associated with higher mortality and limited function more than 3 years post-ICU stay.\textsuperscript{31}

The skin does not normally bear weight, so with bed rest, skin breakdown and delayed wound healing are frequently seen.\textsuperscript{32} Pressure injuries are the fourth leading preventable medical error in the United States. Pressure injuries cause extreme discomfort and often lead to serious life-threatening infections. In addition to pain and suffering, 1 pressure injury results in adding 4 days to the length of stay independent of other risk factors.\textsuperscript{33} They increase a patient's risk of developing a hospital-acquired infection by 25\%. Inhospital death occurred in 11.6\% of hospital stays, with pressure injuries noted as a secondary diagnosis, as compared with 4.2\% of stays with a principal diagnosis of pressure injuries and 2.6\% of stays for all other conditions. Based on a recent SR of the literature, hospital-acquired pressure injuries for critically ill patients worldwide range from 3.3\% to 53.4\%.\textsuperscript{52} Interruptions in the skin barrier place the critically ill patient at greater risk for healthcare acquired infections. Since the consequences of immobility/bed rest are so severe, mobilizing critically ill patients early has significant merit.

**Overcoming challenges to early mobilization**

The benefits of exercise result in improved muscle strength, evidence of reduced oxidative stress, and inflammation in addition to positive mood changes, shorter days in delirium, less fatigue, and a greater ability to resume activities of daily living.\textsuperscript{54-56} However, the importance of in-bed mobility
and out of bed mobility as a priority of practice can be a challenge in the ICU. Studies have demonstrated that we are not successful in achieving in-bed mobility with the frequency required. If there are challenges with repositioning in bed, what will it take to routinely achieve walking of ventilator patients? In one study, directors of medical and mixed medical-surgical ICUs in 4 countries were randomly selected to be surveyed about EM practices. A total of 833 ICUs (United States: 396; France: 151, United Kingdom: 138, Germany: 148) provided results. Twenty-seven percent reported having a formal EM protocol, while 21% had adopted EM practices without a protocol. More than 52% of the ICUs surveyed had not adopted any EM practices. Factors associated with EM practices included presence of multidisciplinary rounds (United States), written daily goals (United States and Europe), and sedation protocols (United States and Europe). Sites with protocols reported seeing reductions in length of stay and improved patient satisfaction. In a recent 1-day point prevalence study on early mobilization of mechanically ventilated patients with acute respiratory failure, 42 ICUs across the United States exhibited overall prevalence of mobility activities of about 32%, with only 16% of patients mobilized out of bed. Mobility activities were directed more toward patients not on a mechanical ventilator. The major barriers to preforming mobility activities included cardiovascular instability, presence of an endotracheal tube, human and technological resources (PT/OT; mobility aids), staff buy in, lack of a protocol, and deep sedation.

Global suggestions for improvement

Mobilizing the critically ill patient must be viewed along a progressive continuum based on readiness, specific pathology, strategies to prevent complications, and ability to tolerate the activity/movement and driven by a protocol. Progressive mobility is defined as a series of planned movements in a sequential manner beginning at a patient’s current mobility status with a goal of returning to his or her baseline. It encompasses a variety of positioning and mobility techniques including head of the bed elevation, passive and active range of motion, continuous lateral rotation therapy and prone positioning if indicated on the basis of protocol criteria, movement against gravity, physiologic adaptation to an upright/leg down position, chair position, dangling, and ambulation. Physical deconditioning that occurs with bed rest can be combated by using a stepwise mobility progression program. However, such efforts will not be successful unless there is a safe way to prevent skin injury, prevent falls, and make it easy and safe for the health care worker to perform the activity.

IMPACT OF MOBILITY ON SKIN IN THE CRITICALLY ILL PATIENT

Patients at highest risk for pressure injury development are those who are unconscious and/or immobile requiring complete assistance of the staff. The critically ill patient exemplifies this risk and, when combined with a myriad of lines, tubes, monitors, and a risk of hemodynamic instability when moved, critically ill patients are seldom moved enough. Some of the highest rates of hospital-acquired pressure injury occur in the critically ill patient. The development of these pressure injuries is due to a combination of high-intensity pressures prior to admission (found down at the scene, long stays in operating room, interventional radiology, emergency room) and long durations of pressure while in ICU. The routine turning of immobilized critically ill patients at a minimum of every 2 hours has become the accepted standard of care; however, there has been almost no study on the need for this frequency with advanced pressure redistribution support surfaces commonly in use. The modest research in the area points to less frequent turning in the critically ill. In 2002, Krishnagopalan and colleagues performed a prospective observational study of patient position in the ICUs of 3 hospitals. Only patients who had an expected length of stay of more than
18 hours and who were unable to turn themselves were included. Patients were observed at 15-minute intervals for a minimum of 5 hours. Only 3% of patients were repositioned every 2 hours with about half the patients remaining supine for 4 to 8 hours. Nearly one-quarter of patients were not repositioned by staff for more than 8 hours. Only 2 of the 74 patients were moved every 2 hours and staff did not reposition nearly 25% of patients for more than 8 hours. Goldhill et al examined patients in 39 ICUs every hour for more than 2 separate days in the United Kingdom and analyzed 393 sets of observation for 7664 hours. Five patients were prone at any time and 3.8% (day 1) and 5% (day 2) were on rotating beds. Patients were on their back for 46.1% of observations, turned left for 28.4% and right for 25.5%, and head up for 97.4%. A turn was defined as a change between on back, turned left, or turned right. The average time (SD) between turns was 4.85 hours (SD: 3.3 hours). There was no significant association between the average time between turns and age, weight, height, gender, respiratory diagnosis, intubated and ventilated, sedation score, day of week, or nurse: patient ratio.

Attempting to change the frequency of turning critically ill patients was studied by Pickham and colleagues. This study used a wearable patient sensor that cued the staff about turning. The sensor was applied to the upper chest in all patients; in the treatment group, data about duration of the patient’s position in bed were relayed to a point-of-care dashboard that indicated the time to the next turn. The device did not cue the nurses caring for the control group. Outcomes measured included incidence of pressure injury and compliance with turning comparing the group with the sensor to traditional turn reminders. At the start of the study, 1312 patients were enrolled; after eliminating unusable cases, 555 control patients were compared with 671 treatment patients. Pressure injuries developed in 2.3% of the control patients compared with 0.76% in the treatment group. The majority of pressure injuries were a deep tissue injury. Compliance with turning was higher in the treatment group, 67% versus 54% (P < .001).

Another method of signaling the staff to turn or move the patient is the use of a continuous bedside pressure maps. The pad is placed under the patient and displays a real-time image on a small computer screen that is designed to aid the staff in positioning the patient to redistribute pressure. Gunningberg and colleagues studied 190 patients randomly assigned to the pressure map. Pressure injury development in patients who were pressure ulcer free at the onset of the study was compared. Seven patients in each group developed pressure injury, with pressure injury present within 3 days in each group. The researchers believed that the Hawthorne effect may have been present, reducing the risk of pressure injury in both groups from a prevalence rate of 45%.

While the 2-hour turning schedule may be the target time frame, the angle of the body in the bed (eg, 30° lateral vs 45° lateral) is also an important component. Since 1992, the recommended angle for turning is 30°. However, as patients have become more obese, it is difficult to determine whether a 30° angle exists in the pelvis following a turn. In addition, when the head of the bed is elevated, the pelvis becomes a fulcrum to the pivot, further reducing the ability to obtain a turn. In the study by Pickham et al in 2017, a turn was defined as a turn angle of 20° for at least 15 minutes. The study found that only 35% to 36% of the turns in both the treatment and control groups could be classified as a “turn.” In 2016, Powers compared the incidence of pressure ulcers between a group of critically ill patients turned with pillows (N = 30) and a group turned with a patient-positioning system that included wedges and a glide sheet (N = 29). Nurses were instructed not to place the wedges against the sacrum. Patients turned with pillows achieved on average an initial 20° position. This is compared with those turning with the positioning system who achieved an initial 30° turn. Furthermore, turning the patients with pillows required more nurses (1.97 compared with
Six ulcers developed in the group turned with pillows compared with 1 in the treatment group ($P = .04$). 45

**Practical approaches**

Turning the critically ill patient presents challenges. Transient changes in heart rate, blood pressure, and mixed venous oxygen levels are to be expected, especially if the patient has not been moved for quite a while. Patients must be permitted to recover from being moved to the side in bed before labeling them “hemodynamically unstable.” Suspending patient movement further delays recovery.

There are patients who are too unstable to turn. They include patients who when moved develop life-threatening changes in heart rhythm, oxygenation, mixed venous subtraction levels, or blood pressure. Clinical situations that are volatile include an unstable airway, periods of massive fluid resuscitation for hemorrhage or during early stages of sepsis, and patients with unstable spinal or pelvic fractures. If these conditions do not stabilize within 10 minutes following a position change, the patient can be labeled “hemodynamically unstable.” When too unstable to turn, the nurse should reposition the body areas that can be moved, such as the heels and the occiput. However, once the resuscitation is complete, turning should be attempted, starting with slow turns and positioning with wedges to control the lateral angle of the body. Incremental weight shifting, also known as “microturns,” does not have evidence to support its use. 46

The ICU should be outfitted with the highest-grade support surface the hospital can provide for the typical ICU patient. The patients in ICU are complex to turn and often ischemic or hypoxic, further increasing their risk for pressure injury and for these patients, an even higher-grade support surface may be needed. Mechanical lifts or turn and position systems should be used to move the patient up in bed to reduce shear forces on the sacrum caused from being dragged by draw sheets. The heels must be floated from the bed by using a heel off-loading device. Pillows may be employed to lift the heel for a short time, but they collapse under the weight of the leg. 47 It is recommended that a preventive 5-layer dressing be used beneath the sacrum and buttocks to help in reducing shear and pressure impact. 48, 49

A turning program should be designed that can be safely implemented using the fewest staff as possible. Long waits for staff to arrive to move a patient further extends the time tissues are exposed to pressure and shear. Turning and positioning systems should be used to move the patient with fewer staff into lateral positions. The patient can be held in place with wedges to keep them at a 30° angle. Patients with complex lines, monitors, and medical devices will require innovation to develop ways to inspect the skin under the device, move the device, or to place pads under the device.

**Use a care bundle to standardize care**

Care bundles have become common in health care practice. A pressure injury prevention care bundle usually includes 5 elements, each of which is supported by evidence from randomized controlled trials or SRs. All the interventions in the care bundle must be performed in patients continuously, and the bundle is being incorrectly applied if the health care practitioner is selecting only 1 or 2 measures from the bundle to perform. Care bundles are thought of as systems that are greater than the sum of their parts; only when the interventions are performed simultaneously can the care bundle achieve its maximum effect. The components of care bundles include skin assessment, risk assessment, nutritional support, which are beyond the scope of this article, support surfaces, and repositioning/turning. 49 Using the proper support surface and turning schedule are addressed later.

**IMPACT OF PATIENT FALLS**

Falls are defined as a sudden, unintentional descent, with or without injury to the patient,
which resulted in the patient coming to rest on the floor, on or against some other surface, another person, or an object.\textsuperscript{50} Falls are the leading cause of hospital-acquired injury and can frequently prolong or complicate hospital stays.\textsuperscript{51} Between 700,000 and 1 million patients suffer a fall in US hospitals each year.\textsuperscript{52} Of the patients who fall, 30\% to 35\% sustain an injury and approximately 11,000 falls are fatal.\textsuperscript{50} Injuries can range from a minor bruise or abrasion to death. Falls with injury can extend the hospitalization and associated costs. The average cost for a fall with serious injury is $14,000 per patient.\textsuperscript{53,54} The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services will no longer pay for in-hospital falls with trauma.

Falls can result from intrinsic factors specific to the patient and extrinsic risks from the environment.\textsuperscript{55} Intrinsic patient risk factors may include age, deconditioning from lack of mobility, dementia or cognitive dysfunction, impaired hearing and vision, and certain medications. History of a fall can be predictive of a future fall.\textsuperscript{55} Extrinsic fall risk factors are related to the environment. Environmental risks can include poor lighting, unlocked beds, slippery floors, or trip hazards from tubes and medical equipment. Fall prevention programs must address both the patient-specific risk factors and the environmental risks.

Fall prevention is an essential part of a hospital's safety culture. Organizational support for falls prevention programs should include leadership involvement, frontline staff, and a multidisciplinary approach for best success.\textsuperscript{51,56} There is no magic formula for fall prevention; however, the literature supports a multifactorial approach.\textsuperscript{56,57} Components of a fall prevention intervention may include a fall risk assessment, fall alert signs, patient and family education, purposeful rounding, bed exit alarms, post-fall evaluations, low beds, ID bands, nonskid foot wear, medication review, sitters, and/or room placement close to the nurses’ station. Recently, the science on early mobilization of hospitalized patients beginning at the time of admission based on the patient condition has shown promise in reducing falls.\textsuperscript{4} There are many different fall risk assessments; however, a 2015 SR found that no one tool can be recommended for fall detection in patients older than 65 years admitted to acute care hospitals because none demonstrated high enough predictive value.\textsuperscript{58} Patient-centered interventions and personalized care plans based on patient’s fall risk demonstrated reduced fall rates in 3 studies.\textsuperscript{59} Visual identification of patients at high risk for falls is another piece of a comprehensive falls prevention program. Yellow socks and yellow armbands signs outside patient rooms are examples of visual identification. Interdisciplinary communication and collaboration are crucial to prevent patient falls.\textsuperscript{51}

The Joint Commission Center for Transforming Healthcare recently published a report from its preventing patient falls project. It included 7 US hospitals that participated in a robust process improvement methodology to address their falls. They identified 6 categories that contributed to patient falls. These included fall risk assessment issues, hands-off communication issues, toileting issues, call light issues, education and organizational culture issues, and medication issues. For each issue, they broke down the contributing factors and then generated solutions for each. Their keys for success were measuring and analyzing contributing factors and addressing culture change. With their interventions, the organizations saw a 62\% reduction in falls with injury and a 35\% reduction in their falls rate.\textsuperscript{50} Fall prevention is a complex problem and requires a collaboration across disciplines, with support from leadership to frontline staff to create a culture of safety to increase mobilization, while preventing falls and caregiver injury.

**HEALTH CARE WORKER INJURIES RELATED TO PATIENT MOBILITY**

To understand the importance of safe patient handling programs for both patients and health care workers, it is necessary to review statistics and current data about
Health care workers are one of the most at-risk occupations for work-related musculoskeletal injuries. Registered nurses are ranked fifth in the incidence of work-related musculoskeletal injuries and nurse aides are ranked second compared with all other occupations. Work-related musculoskeletal disorders (WMSDs) are injuries to muscles, nerves, tendons, joints, cartilage, and intervertebral disc where the work environment contributes to the condition, or the condition is made worse or persists because of the work condition. Examples of WMSDs include cervical strain/sprain, rotator cuff tendonitis, lateral epicondylitis, lumbar strain/sprain, and wrist strain/sprain and knee sprain. Most health care musculoskeletal injuries are cumulative in nature. Patient-handling injuries are defined as injuries to a health care worker from health care recipient handling and mobility activities. Patient-handling tasks include both in-bed mobility and out-of-bed mobility. In-bed patient mobility includes tasks such as boosting/turning/repositioning, providing personal care, bathing, and wound care. Out-of-bed mobility tasks are transfers from bed to chair/ wheelchair/commode or similar seated items, transfers from bed to cart or examination table from a lying position to a lying position, transporting a patient by stretcher, or ambulating a patient.

In a direct link to the frequency of WMSDs, accompanying health care costs are rising. Costs associated with health care WMSD in 2010 were $20 billion in direct costs and up to 5 times that for indirect costs. The 2016 Aon Health Care Benchmarking and Safe Patient Handling Data from analysis of more than 1600 employers identified that the most common patient-handling injuries were backs 51.3% and shoulders 20.1%. The most severe patient-handling injury costs were shoulders at an average of $13,400, followed by neck injuries at an average cost of $12,700. The rate of patient-handling injuries was 11.3 per 10,000 worker months, and the most frequent injury task was positioning and repositioning in bed, followed by lifting/transferring to bed or chair.

Health care workers are exposed to unique ergonomic risks as compared with other industries. Ergonomic risk factors for patient-handling injuries include exertion, frequency, posture, and duration of exposure. Exertion is the force or effort required for task performance. In one study, nurses and patient care assistants were reported to have lifted 1.8 tons in an 8-hour shift, which is similar to lifting a small truck. Patients are heavier, with 67% to 80% of people in the United States overweight, obese, or morbidly obese. Obesity is a health care epidemic with additional comorbidities and complications increasing the exertion required for patient-handling tasks. Forces generated when manually lifting or repositioning patients can exceed safe workloads and put health care workers at risk for musculoskeletal injury. Frequency is the number of times a task is performed. Boosting/turning and repositioning patients occur repetitively throughout a nurse’s shift. Postural risks for patient-handling injuries include both awkward and static postures. Health care workers often must bend, reach, and twist to provide direct patient care. Working around medical equipment in limited space or statically holding awkward postures for patient care also contributes to patient-handling injuries. Duration of exposure includes the cumulative effect of exertion, repetition, and posture. Additional risk factors that contribute to patient-handling injuries in nurses are prolonged work hours, an older workforce, and increasing numbers of critically ill patients.

Nurses and health care workers do an exceptional job taking care of their patients; however, they are not as diligent in their own self-care. The American Nurses Association completed a health risk appraisal from October 2013 to October 2016. Almost 11,000 nurses were included in the analysis. Results of the survey showed that the health of a registered nurse is worse than the average American’s health when considering body mass index, sleep, nutrition, and levels of stress. Nurses also tend to underreport their work injuries accepting that it is a part of their job.
Association survey, 8 out of 10 nurses reported working with musculoskeletal pain.74 In that same survey, 62% of nurses reported concern of developing a musculoskeletal injury. Fifty-six percent of nurses reported that their musculoskeletal pain is made worse by their job.

Health care is the only industry that believes that 100 lb is light weight. Other industries use mechanical assistance to move their products, such as rollers, dollies, forklifts, and power jacks, yet health care workers frequently manual boost/turn and reposition their patients using only fabric incontinence pads. Manually moving patients puts both health care workers and patients at risk for injury.6 The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health has researched and documented the maximum weight limit for safe patient handling and a pushing and pulling.75 Proper body mechanics alone will not prevent a patient-handling injury.76 Although it is well documented that it is not safe to manually move patients (Marras et al69 and Waters70), nurses continue to do so. They have not embraced a culture of safety for themselves.

What to do to achieve patient mobility and health care worker safety: big ideas

Safe patient-handling technologies for both in-bed mobility (friction-reducing slide sheets, bed in chair position) and out-of-bed mobility (ceiling and floor-based lifts, powered stand-assist devices, and nonpowered stand aids) must be viewed and utilized as personal protective equipment to keep the health care worker safe. Safe patient-handling technologies need to be readily available. A nurse will not take the time to retrieve technologies if they are not easily accessible. Multicomponent safe patient-handling programs have demonstrated positive effects on musculoskeletal health and are recommended as a practice to consider.77,78

Health care workers must move forward embracing a culture of safety for both their patients and themselves. With evidence-based practice when it is discovered that a practice is unsafe, the practice is changed. Nurses no longer recap needles for the risk of incurring a needle stick injury. Health care workers gown, glove, and mask before entering a room with respiratory exposures. The American Nurses Association collaborated with other health care professionals to develop Eight Interprofessional Standards of Care for Safe Patient Handling and Mobility.65 The very first standard is establishing a culture of safety. A comprehensive safe patient-handling program is multifaceted requiring administrative, engineering, and behavioral controls.79,80 Administrative controls include leadership support, policy, and budget. Engineering controls include safe patient-handling technologies, maintenance, and storage. Behavioral controls include education, communication, and peer coaching and creating and fostering a culture of safety. The safe patient handling and mobility (SPHM) peer coaches are frontline health care workers who have received additional education regarding the risks for WMSDs, superuser training on how to operate the SPHM technologies, and crucial conversation strategies to encourage their peers to use technologies.81 Barriers to implementing a safe patient handling include perceptions that there is not enough time to get SPHM technology, there is not enough space to use it, and lack of understanding of the inherent risks from manual patient handling.82 Peer coaches can be instrumental in facilitating culture change role modeling utilization of safe patient-handling behaviors.

Promoting culture change is not easy. It requires commitment and involvement with key stakeholders from the “C” suite to frontline direct patient care providers. A positive organizational safety climate, a people-oriented culture, and ergonomic practices have been identified as significant factors to promote safe patient-handling behaviors with hospital nurses.83 Health care workers have to be educated and have confidence that using SPHM technologies is better for themselves and their patients.84 Barriers that include interpersonal, situational, and
organizational and environment issues must be overcome to increase the utilization of SPHM technologies. Technologies must be readily available and easy to use and fit solutions to prevent falls and protect the skin and caregiver while achieving the mobility activity. Outcomes should be monitored and measured to reinforce program sustainability, both positive patient outcomes and reduction of health care worker injuries. Research has shown that comprehensive SPHM programs can reduce the number and severity of injuries to health care workers, lost time, and restricted duty days and associated costs. When implementing comprehensive solutions, positive patient outcomes from SPHM programs include improved mobility, reduced risk of falls, reduced risk of pressure injury, and increased satisfaction with care. The time to change is now for the safety of our health care workers and our patients.

SUMMARY

To achieve success in patient mobility, we must breakdown the silo improvement initiatives around patient safety and health-care worker safety. We must ensure that the frontline caregiver has integrative solutions that facilitate patient mobility while protecting the patient’s skin from shear and pressure, preventing falls through improving conditioning, and providing the caregiver with the safe patient-handling tools to achieve in-bed and out-of-bed mobility. With comprehensive solutions, we will successfully achieve safe mobility for the acute and critically ill patient to impact ICU length of stay, hospital length of stay, time in delirium, reduced pressure injuries, and shorter time on mechanical ventilation. The following series of articles will provide evidence-based strategies for mobility programs while ensuring safe patient handling.
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